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In mammalian brain development, neuroepithelial cells act as
progenitors that produce self-renewing and differentiating cells.
Recent technical advances in live imaging and gene manipulation
now enable us to investigate how neural progenitors generate the 2
different types of cells with unprecedented accuracy and resolution,
shedding new light on the roles of epithelial structure in cell fate
decisions and also on the plasticity of neurogenesis.
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In mammalian cortical development, neuroepithelial cells

function as neural progenitor cells. These cells initially

proliferate to expand their population and subsequently give

rise to both neurons and neural progenitors (Fig. 1). Although

the highly elongated neuroepithelial cells called radial glia

were identified as the major neural progenitors in 2001

(Hartfuss et al. 2001; Miyata et al. 2001; Noctor et al. 2001),

the question of how these neuroepithelial cells generate self-

renewing and differentiating daughters remains a central issue

in mammalian neurogenesis. Neuroepithelial cells extend

from the apical to basal surface of the cortex and exhibit

dynamic cell cycles, during which they exhibit interkinetic

nuclear movement (INM; Baye and Link 2008). These

progenitors (designated ‘‘apical progenitors’’ in this review)

divide at the apical surface. After division, their nuclei migrate

away from the apical position through the elongated

cytoplasm during the G1 phase of mitosis and remain near

the boundary between the ventricular zone and subventric-

ular zone during the S phase. They subsequently descend to

the apical surface upon entering the G2 phase, which is

accomplished more quickly than in the upward migration.

Recent studies have also revealed an intermediate type of

progenitors, which are born as daughters of the apical

divisions (Haubensak et al. 2004; Miyata et al. 2004; Noctor

et al. 2004). These cells, designated ‘‘basal progenitors,’’ do not

undergo INM but migrate into the subventricular zone where

they divide into a pair of postmitotic neurons, whereas a small

population of basal progenitors appear to undergo multiple

cell divisions during late neurogenesis (Noctor et al. 2004).

Although the apical progenitor population gradually decreases

in late neurogenesis, they continue to self-renew and generate

neurons. As these dynamic behaviors take place in structurally

complex developing mammalian cortex, it has been difficult

to accurately assess how the apical progenitor both self-

replicates and generates a neuron, and different approaches to

this question have given rise to different views. Here we will

discuss recent progress in the field, with a particular emphasis

on perspectives gained from the study of cellular architecture.

Signaling that Maintains Apical Progenitors

Of the many extracellular signals that control the expansion

and/or maintenance of apical progenitors, Notch signaling has

been shown to be crucial for the maintenance of this population

(Yoon and Gaiano 2005). In general terms, the gain and loss of

Notch signaling regulate the decision between self-renewal and

differentiation of apical progenitors. The intracellular domain of

Notch directly transduces Notch signaling in the nucleus

together with RBPJ-kappa (Selkoe and Kopan 2003), resulting

in the activation of basic helix-loop-helix proteins, including Hes1

and Hes5. These factors in turn negatively regulate proneural

genes such as Neurogenin 2 (Ngn2) and Mash1 as well as Notch

ligands (Delta-like1 and Jagged). There are 2 regulatory features

in the Notch signaling cascade. The first is the negative feedback

regulation of Hes1 on its own transcription (Hirata et al. 2002;

Lewis 2003; Shimojo et al. 2008), which can generate oscillations

in the expression of Notch downstream components. A second

feature is intercellular competition of Notch signaling (Heitzler

and Simpson 1991). These features of Notch signaling can confer

to cells’ stochastic responses to Notch as discussed later. On the

other hand, neuronally committed cells (basal progenitors and

neurons) strongly upregulate Delta-like 1 expression to maintain

the pool of the self-renewing apical progenitors (Kawaguchi,

Ikawa, et al. 2008). Overall robustness of neurogenesis thus seems

to be achieved by this feedback.

Asymmetric Daughter Cell Fates

A typical mechanism, by which cells simultaneously self-renew

and generate more differentiated cells, is asymmetric division

that gives rise to daughters of different cell fates. Molecular

mechanisms underlying the asymmetric division of progenitor

cells are best understood in invertebrate model organisms, such

as Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans (Knoblich 2008).

In one typical scheme, cell fate determinants are asymmetri-

cally distributed in the dividing mother cell. This intracellular

biased distribution of determinants is often achieved by cell-

intrinsic polarity, as seen in Drosophila neuroblasts. Alterna-

tively, extracellular signals may act on a cell asymmetrically,

causing a local bias in intracellular responses that results in cell

polarization (cell nonautonomous). In both of these situations,

if the division axis that is defined by the axis of the mitotic

spindle is coordinated parallel to the axis of cell polarity, the 2

daughters receive determinants or extracellular signals differ-

entially, causing them to assume different fates. A polarized cell

gives rise to equivalent daughters only when the cell polarity

axis is orthogonal to the mitotic spindle orientation (that is

parallel to the cleavage plane). Thus, the relationship of the

polarity axis and the mitotic orientation (or the cleavage plane)
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provides a cell biological cue toward determining whether

a polarized cell divides symmetrically or asymmetrically. This

general scheme is thought to hold true for mammalian

neuroepithelial cells, including apical progenitors in the cortex,

as well, as these cells are highly polarized along the radial axis

and they give rise to daughter cells of heterogeneous fates.

Various Observations on the Variation of Mitotic Orientation

Pioneering works in 1970s recorded the mitotic orientation of

apical divisions in the cerebral cortex by electron microscopy

(Smart 1973). A study on ferret embryos in 1995 opened a new

window into this question by directly visualizing apical divisions

using live DNA staining of cortical slices from developing brains

(Chenn and McConnell 1995). This work proposed a model in

which horizontal divisions where the axis of the mitotic spindle

is parallel to the apical surface of the neuroepithelium are

symmetric and proliferative, giving rise to 2 apical progenitors,

whereas vertical or oblique divisions are asymmetric and

neurogenic, generating a basal neuron and an apical progenitor

(Fig. 1B). As it mirrors the typical mode of asymmetric divisions

seen in Drosophila neuroblasts, this has been the prevailing

model to date. Since this epoch-making study, time-lapse

observations of living slices and examinations of fixed sections

have become standard techniques used in investigating this

problem. Subsequent studies using these same techniques have

generated results that were consistent with the above model in

some cases, but in others, not. Immediately following the above

study, monitoring of the open book slices from the apical side

demonstrated that chromosomal separation parallel to the apical

surface follows dynamic rotations of the metaphase plate in most

apical divisions (Adams 1996), and a claim arose that most

divisions in the neuroepithelium were horizontal in both

proliferative and neurogenic stages as in the ordinary epithelium

(Huttner and Brand 1997). It was reported that the frequency of

vertical or oblique divisions peaked around E14 in mice (Haydar

et al. 2003). Those divisions were assumed to be asymmetric,

generating a neuron and a progenitor, whereas horizontal

divisions were either symmetrically proliferative in early stages

or symmetrically neurogenic in late stages. In contrast, in vivo

observations in zebra fish indicated that neuroepithelial cell

divisions remain horizontal during neurogenesis (Das et al.

2003). It was proposed, based on observations of fixed sections

of developing mouse brains, that whether the cleavage plane

bypasses or bisects the apical membrane was more correlated

with proliferative or neurogenic divisions in the apical divisions

that were mostly horizontal (Kosodo et al. 2004 and see below).

Two recent studies (Konno et al. 2008; Noctor et al. 2008)

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of models for the division patterns of apical progenitors. (A) At proliferative stages, apical divisions produce 2 equivalent daughters. (B) Chenn
and McConnell (1995) proposed that neurogenic divisions have the cleavage plane perpendicular or oblique to the epithelial surface so as to give rise to a neuron as the basal
daughter and a self-renewing progenitor as the apical daughter. (C) Kosodo et al. (2004) proposed that a slight tilt or displacement of mitotic spindles enables the cleavage plane
to bypass the apical membrane because of the narrow apical membrane area during apical division. (D) Konno et al. (2008) proposed that one daughter inherits both the apical
membrane and the basal process, whereas the other inherits only the apical membrane during normal apical divisions. The self-renewable progenitor (apical progenitor) appears
to be formed only from the daughter that inherits both apical and basal processes at mid-neurogenic stages. Loss of LGN function or overexpression of Inscuteable induces
asymmetric partition of the apical membrane and the basal process into different daughters and generates an apical neuron and an ectopic progenitor (or a neuron) as the basal
daughter, which might self-renew and produce neurons.
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carefully inspected the mitotic orientation of the apical divisions

in both fixed sections and living slices from rodent cortex

(Fig. 1D). These works revealed that approximately 90% of apical

divisions show mitotic orientation within a range of 30 degrees

from the epithelial plane throughout embryonic neurogenesis.

This raises the question of why observations vary from study

to study. One reason seems to be the technological advances in

the live imaging of cultured slices. Improvements in micro-

scope performance and the use of green fluorescent protein

(GFP) now enable us to assign the orientation of cleavage

planes in series of 3-dimensional images at far better spatial and

temporal resolutions. Improved resolutions also enable us to

detect in vitro artifacts such as increases in apical divisions at

positions that are near, but detached from, the apical surface,

which are observed in cultured slices under suboptimal

conditions (often showing relatively inactive INM). Such

divisions frequently show skewed cleavage planes, and their

daughters often subsequently undergo apoptosis.

It should be noted that the discrepancies among these works

do not represent an ‘‘all or none’’ absoluteness. Variations or

fluctuations in mitotic orientations at mitosis have been

observed in all previous works dealing this problem. The

questions are, therefore, 1) whether the degree of variations in

spindle orientation makes a difference in the determination of

daughter cell fates and 2) whether those variations are frequent

enough to account for the population of a daughter cell type.

These points affect the interpretation of how mitotic spindle

orientation is connected to the daughter cell properties.

Structural Properties Associated with Asymmetric and Symmetric
Divisions

Because highly elongated neuroepithelial cells (including apical

progenitors) consist of distinct subcellular domains which, at

interphase, are the apical end foot, cell body, and basal end foot,

cleavage planes that deviate significantly from the radial axis

will result in an exclusive partition of the apical domain or the

basal end foot into one daughter, generating daughters lacking

the complete epithelial morphology. In the extreme case (Fig.

1B), a horizontal cleavage plane will segregate the entire apical

half of the cell (including the apical surface) into one daughter

and the basal half (including the basal end foot) into the other

(Chenn and McConnell 1995). Such cleavages are predicted to

reduce the population of neuroepithelial cells unless the

missing end foot regenerates, whereas oblique cleavage planes

may partition different fractions of the apical and basal surfaces

into both daughters, preserving the neuroepithelial population.

An obvious question arises in regard to models that suggest

that both neurogenic and proliferative divisions are horizontal.

How are differential fates conferred to the daughters arising

from parallel divisions? Huttner and his colleagues have

proposed a possible mechanism to answer this question

(Huttner and Brand 1997; Kosodo et al. 2004). The apical

membrane area represents a tiny fraction of the cell body

surface, and a slight tilt of cleavage planes is sufficient for

dividing apical progenitors to bisect the cell outside the apical

membrane (Fig. 1C), leading to one daughter lacking the apical

area that includes the apical junctional complex containing the

Partition defective--atypical protein kinase C complex (Ohno

2001). This hypothesis was reinforced by their observations

that deviation of spindle orientation from the horizontal plane,

or lateral displacement of the vertical cleavage plane, is

increased when progenitors become neurogenic (Kosodo

et al. 2004); neurogenic progenitors were identified by the

expression of the enhanced GFP (EGFP) gene knocked into the

Tis21 gene, which appears to be correlated with neurogenic

progenitors. These observations led to their model that

asymmetric inheritance of the apical membrane is central to

the assumption of differential cell fates by the daughters of

apical divisions. This model is in clear contrast to the

McConnell model (Chenn and McConnell 1995) in the respect

that the division axis is nearly parallel to the plane for

neurogenic divisions, although both models share the idea that

the inheritance of the apical aspect is important for a daughter

to acquire the ability to self-renew.

Genetic Tests of the Role for the Mitotic Orientation

Because spindle orientation depends on interactions between

the cell cortex and astral microtubules, the roles of mitotic

spindle orientation can be studied by perturbing microtubule-

dependent processes. Several studies have investigated the

effects of impaired function of molecules regulating the

formation of mitotic spindles or microtubules. Lis1 and Nde1

form a complex with dynein to regulate spindle assembly and

possibly cortical--astral interactions (Tai et al. 2002; Feng and

Walsh 2004; Vallee and Tsai 2006). Lis1 mutations are known to

cause lissencephaly in human. Abnormal spindle-like micro-

cephaly associated is a centrosomal protein whose mutations

cause microcephaly in humans (Bond et al. 2002). Elimination of

the function of these molecules by knockout or knockdown

induces abnormal spindle orientations and affects progenitor

population and neuronal formation in mice (Feng and Walsh

2004; Fish et al. 2006), suggesting that proper spindle

orientation is critical for neuronal fate decisions. Because other

microtubule processes, such as interkinetic nuclear migration,

often involve these molecules, careful evaluation of cell fate

defects is needed to determine to what extent they result solely

from impaired spindle orientations (Yingling et al. 2008).

Studies of Drosophila and C. elegans as well as mammalian

cells have revealed that receptor-independent G-protein

signaling is evolutionarily conserved in the regulation of

mitotic spindle orientation (Schaefer et al. 2000; Yu et al.

2000; Gotta and Ahringer 2001). This pathway involves the

cortical complex of Gai and Goloco proteins: Drosophila Pins

(Yu et al. 2000) and G protein-coupled receptor 1/2 in C.

elegans (Colombo et al. 2003). This complex contains

a component that interacts with astral microtubules directly

or indirectly via the dynein--dynactin complex (Du et al. 2001;

Srinivasan et al. 2003; Bowman et al. 2006; Izumi et al. 2006;

Siller et al. 2006). If this cascade indeed functions in

neuroepithelia, genetic manipulation or disruption of the

complex should allow us to test the role of mitotic orientation

in neurogenesis. There are 2 mammalian homologues for

Drosophila Pins: activators of G-protein signaling 3 (Cismowski

et al. 1999; Takesono et al. 1999) and LGN (Mochizuki et al.

1996; Yu et al. 2003). Sanada and Tsai (2005) tested the

function of AGS3 and proposed that AGS3 destabilized the

default planar mitotic orientation in the epithelia, allowing

asymmetric divisions. Both knockdown of mouse AGS3 and

interruption of its downstream Gb--Gc complex caused more

planar spindle orientation than in the wild-type brain that

frequently showed oblique spindle orientations in this study

and also resulted in premature neurogenesis at the expense of
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the apical progenitors. To account for these phenotypes, this

study postulates that determinants that promote differentiation

are localized to the basal cortex in neurogenic progenitors (but

not proliferative ones). Under this assumption, these determi-

nants will segregate into one daughter in oblique divisions, but

horizontal divisions as induced by the loss of AGS3 will

partition these determinants into both daughters, which then

assume the same neuronal fates. Recently, an AGS3 knockout

mouse was reported to show no significant gross changes in

brain morphology (Blumer et al. 2008). The role of AGS3 in

spindle orientation in the cerebral cortex should be reex-

amined using this AGS3-mutant mouse.

In contrast to AGS3, LGN functions to orient mitotic spindles

in a planar orientation, as revealed in both the chicken spinal

cord (Morin et al. 2007) and mouse telencephalon (Konno et al.

2008). The C-terminal region of chicken LGN, which binds to

Gai, is dominant negative when overexpressed and induces

a more random orientation of mitotic spindles in chick spinal

cord. LGN knockdown produces the same outcome. Knockout

of the LGN gene in mouse also randomized the orientation of

apical divisions, indicating that LGN is necessary for the planar

orientation of mitotic spindles in neuroepithelial cells. LGN and

AGS3 may function antagonistically in the regulation of mitotic

orientations in neuroepithelial progenitors, although it should

be noted that the mitotic orientations in the control state in the

AGS3 study (frequently oblique) and those for LGN (mostly

horizontal) differed.

Interestingly, elimination of LGN function induces ectopic

Paired box gene 6 (Pax6
+
) progenitors that are scattered in more

basal regions along the radial axis in mouse brains (the midzone

and sometimes even mantle zone) at the expense of the apical

progenitors (Fig. 1D), suggesting that a transformation from

apical progenitors to ectopically distributed progenitors occurs

upon randomization of mitotic spindles (Konno et al. 2008). This

is also the case for the spinal cord of chicken (Morin et al. 2007)

and mouse (Konno et al. 2008). These observations provide

evidence that randomization of mitotic spindle orientation does

not occur in normal apical divisions because such ectopic

mitoses are observed only as a minor fraction of divisions during

mid-neurogenesis in wild type. Planar orientation of the apical

division thus appears to be necessary for the maintenance of the

apical progenitor population.

Progenitor Cells in Ectopic Positions: Plasticity of Neurogenesis

LGN-mutant mice are viable (Konno et al. 2008) and show no

gross morphological changes in the brain during development

(Fig. 2A). Stratification in the adult brain also looks normal

(Fig. 2B). This apparent absence of abnormality is surprising,

given that the population of apical progenitors is rapidly reduced

in the mutant brain. One possible explanation is that decreases in

the number of apical progenitors in the ventricular zone (and

neuronal production) are compensated for by the formation of

ectopically scattered progenitors, which resemble apical progen-

itors in their high Notch activity and Pax6 expression. In the

chicken LGN knockdown study (Morin et al. 2007), ectopic

progenitors were indeed shown to be self-renewable and

neurogenic. The same may be true for the mouse cortex as well

because the overall rate of neuronal production was indistin-

guishable between LGN-mutant brains and wild-type ones. These

results suggest that the apical environment or niche is dispens-

able for the survival of progenitors. It would be interesting to

know how progenitors can be self-renewable and neurogenic in

such ectopic positions. Further study is needed to clarify whether

the neuronal network functions normally in these mutant mice.

The Apical Membrane Domain in Daughter Cells of Apical Divisions

Models for neurogenic divisions often suppose that the

asymmetric partition of the apical membrane domain (including

Figure 2. The overall brain morphology of LGN mutants does not differ from that of wild type. (A) E10.5 and (B) E14.5, green; betaIII-tubulin, red; SRY-box containing gen2
(SOX2) and (C) E18.5, green; betaIII-tubulin. In the E14.5 LGN-mutant brain, SOX2-expressing cells distribute outside the ventricular zone, but it is not visible in (B) as betaIII-
tubulin staining overrides the SOX2 staining. Scale bar, 200 lm. (D) Stratification of the adult cortex does not appear to be significantly affected by the absence of LGN function.
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the apical complex) determines differential daughter fates,

assuming the apical domain as the site where determinants for

undifferentiated or differentiated states reside (Chenn and

McConnell 1995; Shen et al. 2002; Kosodo et al. 2004). Cell

labeling studies using slice culture have, however, found

a different mode of asymmetric divisions among apical progen-

itors at mid-neurogenesis; both daughters at the majority of

apical divisions inherit the apical end foot (Miyata et al. 2001,

2004;Ochiai et al. 2007), and theneuronally committeddaughter

subsequently retracts the apical end foot (Ochiai et al. 2007). The

expression of a ZO1--EGFP fusion protein enabled us to directly

monitor apical membrane partition from the apical side of the

slice culture, revealing that the exclusive asymmetric partition of

the apical membrane normally occurred in no more than 15% of

the apical divisions at E14--E14.5 (Konno et al. 2008). This

frequency coincides with the proportion of neurogenic progen-

itors estimated by Tis21--GFP expression at E13.5, consistent

with the concept that neurogenic progenitors partition the

apical membrane asymmetrically. On the contrary, this numer-

ical value does not account for observations that more than 50%

of apical divisions generate a pair of daughters showing

asymmetric fates (an apical progenitor and a basal progenitor

or an apical progenitor and a neuron) in slice culture (Miyata

et al. 2004; Noctor et al. 2004, 2008; Konno et al. 2008).

Randomization of cleavage orientation (by LGN knockout)

increased frequency of the cleavage plane bypassing the apical

membrane and decreased the population of apical progenitors

(Konno et al. 2008). The concomitant appearance of ectopi-

cally scattered progenitors suggests that the loss of apical

membrane at division causes the daughter to be an abnormally

scattered progenitor due to lack of the apical anchor, raising

the possibility that the inheritance of the apical domain is

rather important for both daughters in order for them to

assume ordinary fates. On the other hand, the overexpression

of mouse Inscuteable (Zigman et al. 2005) artificially induces

vertical divisions at the apical surface (Konno et al. 2008). The

basal daughter of these vertical divisions, which was supposed

to inherit the basal process, frequently took a progenitor fate

(basal or scattered progenitors), whereas most of the apical

daughters became postmitotic, suggesting that the inheritance

of the apical membrane is not sufficient for the daughter to be

an apical progenitor. It has not been directly examined what

fate is adopted by the daughters that have lost the apical

membrane at wild-type and LGN-mutant apical divisions. To

clarify the role of the apical membrane domain, it would be

worth examining the segregation of the apical membrane and

junctional complex at division and following the fate of such

daughters in living brain slices.

Partition of the Basal Process

In contrast to the apical membrane, imaging techniques with

relatively high resolutions are needed to observe the elongated

basal process, which becomes thinner during the mitosis of

apical divisions. Recently, Kosodo et al. (2008) demonstrated

that the basal process can divide into thin processes during

apical divisions at early stages (E10.5) in mice and that such

split processes did not necessarily segregate into different

daughters in zebra fish apical divisions. Observations made

using fluorescent dyes or GFP indicate that this process appears

to segregate into one daughter at apical divisions during mid-

neurogenic stages (Miyata et al. 2001; Noctor et al. 2001;

Weissman et al. 2003), whereas a very thin process may remain

in the daughter that does not apparently inherit the basal

process. Although more sophisticated analyses will be needed

to clarify the process of partition of the basal process, our

current knowledge provides some insight into the morpholog-

ical aspects of apical divisions during mid-neurogenic stages;

the majority of the apical divisions give rise to one daughter

that inherits the complete epithelial structure with a radial

morphology, whereas the other daughter inherits only the

apical process. It is intriguing to speculate whether a particular

mechanism underlies the segregation of the basal process into

a single daughter or whether it happens just within the natural

range of fluctuations in cleavage plane position. Comparison of

the neurogenic and proliferative progenitors at early stages will

give insight about this issue. More fluctuations in presumptive

cleavage planes were observed in Tis21-positive neurogenic

progenitors than in proliferating progenitors (Kosodo et al.

2004). In this context, it would be interesting to see how the

basal process is partitioned in the absence of AGS3 (Sanada and

Tsai 2005).

Structural Constraints of Daughter Cell Fates of Apical Divisions

Are there any correlation between fate and structural features of

cells that are born at the apical divisions? There are not many

studies that have followed both the morphology and fate of

daughters, due to technical difficulties in maintaining slice

cultures sufficiently intact through multiple cell cycles. The

prevailing view is that the daughter that does not possess the

basal process will become either a postmitotic neuron or a basal

progenitor, but not an apical progenitor as shown in Figure 1D

(Miyata et al. 2001, 2004; Noctor et al. 2001, 2002). DiI labeling

studies, however, show that cells having both an apical and

a basal process can adopt either an apical progenitor fate or

neuronally committed ones (Miyata et al. 2001, 2004). Although

it has been observed that the basal process is regenerated in

early neurogenic stages (Miyata et al. 2001), the missing apical or

basal process is rarely regenerated in mid-neurogenesis (A.S. and

F.M. unpublished observations). Thus, daughters of apical divi-

sions, when they inherit both the apical and the basal process,

appear to be able to assume a bona fide apical progenitor fate (Fig.

1D), suggesting that having a complete epithelial structure is

necessary (butnot sufficient) for self-renewableprogenitors in the

ventricular zone at mid-neurogenesis stages.

The uncertainty of the fate of a newly born cell with the full

epithelial structure (apical progenitor, basal progenitor, or

neuron) may be apparent due to limited resolutions in

currently available methods for detection, meaning that it

remains possible that some undiscovered structural variations

affect neuroepithelial cell fate. It is also equally possible that

the mechanism underlying cell fate determination may involve

a stochastic nature. Indeed, it was recently shown that the fate

of ventricular cells depends on their level of Delta-like 1

relative to that of neighboring cells (Kawaguchi, Yoshimatsu,

et al. 2008). This leads to the situation where cell fate decisions

include Notch-dependent competition, which has previously

been shown genetically in the Drosophila peripheral nervous

system (Heitzler and Simpson 1991). This competitive mech-

anism will introduce a stochastic nature into cell fate decisions,

in contrast to the deterministic manner of Notch-mediated fate

decisions, which require additional signaling or other factors,

such as asymmetric segregation of Numb (Zhong et al. 1996).
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This Notch-dependent competition among neighboring cells

may confer variations to the fate of daughter cells that inherit

a full epithelial structure at apical divisions.

The Role of the Epithelial Structure in Self-Renewal and
Differentiation of Neural Progenitors

In this review, we have looked at the role of spindle orientation

and epithelial cell structure in neural cell fate determination in

cortical neurogenesis, with a focus on the dorsal telencephalon.

Currently available knowledge leads us to the view that the self-

renewability of neural progenitors in the ventricular zone

requires the inheritance of the full epithelial structure—the

apical membrane and the basal process—although this alone is

not sufficient. How is the inheritance of the full epithelial

structure related with the maintenance of self-renewal? The

study of a conditional aPKC knockout mouse revealed that

a global defect in epithelial polarity does not significantly affect

the progenitor cell population or the rate of neuronal pro-

duction (Imai et al. 2006). This result seems to contradict with

the predicted necessity of the epithelial structure for the self-

renewability. However, the virus-mediated knockdown of Par3,

a major component of the apical complex, induced premature

neurogenesis in vivo (Costa et al. 2008). Furthermore, the

disruption of cell polarity in sparsely distributed cells in the

cerebral cortex causes these cells to differentiate (our un-

published observations), suggesting that the effect of defective

cell polarity depends on the density of the affected cells in the

ventricular zone. These results are explainable if the epithelial

structure is a prerequisite for the ability to self-renew when

progenitors are integrated into the pseudostratified neuro-

epithelium.

Can the ability to self-renew be attributed to a particular part

of the epithelial cell structure? The epithelial polarity requires

the apical complex as an organizing signal complex (Ohno

2001). It has been shown that loss of Par3 function results in

premature neurogenesis, whereas overexpression of Par3 (and

Par6) promotes proliferation of progenitors (Costa et al. 2008),

suggesting that the apical complex has a role in the self-renewal

of apical progenitors. This study also raises the possibility that

the apical complex may have an activity to promote self-renewal

in a way other than the formation or the maintenance of cell

polarity because overexpressed Par6 increases symmetric pro-

liferative divisions without changing a proportion of asymmetric

divisions (Costa et al. 2008). On the other hand, the results from

the observation of vertical divisions induced by mouse Inscute-

able overexpression support the idea that the basal domain of

the mother cell is also important in maintaining progenitor

properties (Konno et al. 2008). This does not necessarily con-

tradict the work showing that the basal membrane attachment is

dispensable for radial glial cell fate (Haubst et al. 2006), as this

work did not address the role of basal processes in toto, only that

of basal attachment. A simple possibility is that the basal process

includes something important for the self-renewal of neural

progenitors, such as components promoting cell cycle pro-

gression. It may also be that the basal process is necessary to

receive extrinsic signals important for the self-renewability.

Alternatively, the epithelial structure itself might be important

for self-renewal. Indeed, a recent work in zebra fish indicated

that a dynactin mutant showed a similar phenotype to those of

Notch mutants in neurogenesis (Del Bene et al. 2008), raising

the possibility that the microtubule-dependent motility, such as

INM, is important to the ability to self-renew. These possibilities

are not mutually exclusive, and resolving them will throw light

on a central problem of neural development; how the brain itself

is shaped.
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